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The Story 
•  Marine ecologist Malin Pinsky 
•  Published research on Pacific salmon conservation 
•  Article: Pinsky et al. 2009, Conservation Biology 23(3) 
•  Conducted while at Stanford’s Hopkins Marine Station 
•  Used in testimony before the United States Senate, Apr 2010 
•  Self-published GIS data on his personal website 
•  Graduated, left Stanford for Rutgers, Assistant Professor 
•  Website taken down(!)… 404 Not Found 
•  Self-deposited his research data into Stanford repository 
•  Now, discovery, delivery, and preservation services 
Self-publish vs. Self-deposit 
•  Self-publish 
•  Personal or departmental website, or email J 
•  Typically, delivery services only 
•  Self-deposit 
•  Upload file(s), provide bibliographic metadata 
•  Stanford Digital Repository, an institutional repository for scholarly 
information resources 
•  Repository can provide variety of services 
•  Discovery, delivery, preservation, curation 
SDR as of Jan 2014 
 
453 collections 
189 million files 
137 TB 
 












presentation on SDR 
by Hannah Frost on 
Thursday 1115 (7A) 
The Approach 
Provide services for GIS self-deposits 
The GIS Data from Pinksy 
•  Biological measure of conservation value 
•  Six species of Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) 
•  ~800 catchments of the northern Pacific 
•  Canada, China, Japan, Russia, and the United States 
Pinsky et al. 2009 
Discovery applications 
•  General: SearchWorks 
•  7 million holdings at Stanford 
•  Text search and facets  
•  GIS: GeoPortal 
•  GeoBlacklight  
•  Spatial search and visualization 
•  Requires Spatial Data Infrastructure 
•  Each requires metadata workflows and repository 
After self-deposit à Discovery in SearchWorks 




PURL provides delivery of self-deposited files 
GeoBlacklight Discovery Use Cases 
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How to support GIS discovery? 
•  Full-service repository for GIS data 
•  Manage GIS data as durable digital library assets 
•  Deliver vector, raster, and georectified maps via a spatial data 
infrastructure 
•  Discover GIS assets via a variety of applications and contexts 
•  Curate geospatial data via collaboratively maintained Hydra 
ecosystem 
•  At Stanford 
•  GeoHydra + Fedora for metadata repository and workflow 
•  OpenGeo Suite for delivery via Spatial Data Infrastructure 
•  GeoBlacklight for discovery 







     Model, ingest, manage, and preserve   
     geospatial data in Fedora 
Digital Object Model for Repository 
•  Each GIS layer is a digital object 
•  Many GIS layers are a digital collection 
•  Datastreams Metadata 
•  MODS “geo” extension 
•  ISO 19139/19110 for GIS datasets 
•  Linked data for place names (e.g., gazetteer) 
 
GIS metadata have many schemas 



































































Wrangling Pinksy Data 
•  GIS data (Shapefile) and study data (CSV) separated 
•  Required table join, described in supplied metadata (PDF) 
•  Reproject data into standard WGS84 
•  Export joined GIS feature data into Shapefile format 
•  Author GIS metadata to bundle with Shapefile 
•  Mostly transcribed from supplied metadata (PDF) 
•  Cartographic representation for 6 salmon species 




•  Pinsky tries self-publish, site goes down 
•  Pinsky self-deposits GIS data and metadata (as-is) 
•  Stanford Digitial Repository 
•  Provides PURL for data citation 
•  Workflows process GIS data and yield: 
•  Discovery services via SearchWorks and GeoPortal 
•  Delivery services via Spatial Data Infrastructure and simple file 
downloads 
•  Long-term preservation 
Summary 
•  Self-deposit into an institutional repository 
•  Enables services for Discovery, Delivery, Preservation 
•  Pinsky case study 
•  Manage GIS assets as durable digital library objects 





























Discovery Use Cases (Administration) 
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